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 Hoof & Skin Bundle

From: £43.80
Select options
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 Hoof & Skin Bundle

From: £43.80
Select options
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 Young Horse Bundle

From: £32.44
Select options
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 Digestive Bundle

From: £55.55
Select options
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 Laminae Bundle

From: £37.85
Select options
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 Muscle Up Bundle

From: £43.49
Select options
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 Subscribe & Save 5% on Repeated Orders Shop Now




 








 





















Get Forage Focused
 





Use our quick & easy Feed Finder to help find the perfect Forage Focused Feeds for your Horse!
 








Let's Start →
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Horse Balancersfrom £37Shop Now
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Horse SupplementsExplore the rangeShop Now
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Analysis ServicesTest your Forage, Soil or WaterShop Now


















Products we know you'll love!
 
















	
New!
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 N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine for Horses (NAC)

£49.95 — or subscribe and save  5%
Add to cart
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 Glutamine Plus

£28.95 — or subscribe and save  5%
Add to cart
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 Vitamin E for Horses | Natural
Rated 4.94 out of 5

£32.95 – £65.90 — or subscribe and save  5%
Select options

	
Bestseller
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 Milk Thistle for Horses
Rated 4.88 out of 5

£17.99 — or subscribe and save  5%
Add to cart

	
Bestseller
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 Topline Plus | Topline Horse Feed
Rated 4.96 out of 5

£24.95 – £224.55 — or subscribe and save  5%
Select options

	
Bestseller
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 Young Horse Balancer | Winter
Rated 5.00 out of 5

£9.30 – £209.25 — or subscribe and save  5%
Select options

	
Bestseller
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 Laminae Plus Balancer
Rated 4.97 out of 5

£12.90 – £290.25 — or subscribe and save  5%
Select options
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 Hoof & Skin Health Balancer | Winter
Rated 5.00 out of 5

£13.59 – £305.78 — or subscribe and save  5%
Select options























Take away the guesswork!
 





Use a Forage Focused™ horse feeding approach
 





 










 Here at Forageplus, we understand that forage exerts a significant influence on the equine diet due to the huge amounts of forage consumed. Horse feeding that is guided by scientific analysis and testing of grass, hay or haylage is vital to ensure optimum health.
Unlike other horse feed companies, we don’t have a one size fits all approach. We believe an affordable ‘forage focused’™ horse feeding approach is best for all horses. Start your forage focused journey today!
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Intelligent Horse Feeding
 





We analyse thousands of forage samples each year, providing us with unique analytical data to formulate the best ‘Forage Focused™’ horse feeds on the market.
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Outstanding support
 





Our customer support is second to none – Customers are delighted to receive nutritional advice and bespoke feed suggestions from our horse health experts.
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Secure checkout
 





With 128-bit SSL security with advanced encryption, you are guaranteed that your purchases are safe and delivered in good time.
 






















Real talk from our real customers
 





Loyal customers, they don’t just come back, they don’t simply recommend you, they insist that their friends do business with you too!
 



























My horse has never felt so good! Since being on the balancer my horse has always had a great coat & strong feet. Forageplus has been a life saver in transitioning my horse over to being barefoot having been shod for many years. 

Vicky WesternGoogle Review 
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I use both the winter and summer hoof balancers, depending on the time of year and how much grass the ponies are getting. The quality of their hooves have improved and they all love the taste! Delivery is fast and customer support is good as well. Very pleased overall. 

Bronn RowettGoogle Review 
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Forageplus have been extremely helpful in improving the health of my horses through correct nutrition. I have had hay analysed for the last two years and added recommended supplements to address imbalances and my horses are now happy and have stayed sound.


Katrina ColeshillGoogle Review 
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Every order from Forageplus has been an amazing experience. Their site provides lots of detail and their customer support is outstanding. I needed to find the right product for my horse and they arranged everything for me within 24 hours. 

Astrid SorensenGoogle Review 
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Outstanding customer service. Absolute TOP quality horse feed.
Delivery arrived exactly as promised in Switzerland 4 workdays after ordering. 

Mac AGoogle Review 
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Great company, who reply straight away to any queries and give advice on which is the best product for each individual horse. Deliveries always arrive very quickly and in perfect condition. Highly recommend this company. 

AmandaGoogle Review 
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Excellent product and fast delivery! The laminae plus balancer has really helped my 21 year old mare so much, everything from her coat and mane to her feet have improved! Thank you 

Hayley FosterGoogle Review 
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Can't fault Forageplus, the products are fantastic my horse has never had such a beautiful coat & looking so healthy. I would highly recommend their products, don't buy cheap go for quality, it really works! 

Gail RigelsfordGoogle Review 
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Amazing product, seen a real difference in hoof health and minor wound heal a lot quicker. Speedy delivery and helpful customer service. 100% recommended!! 

D DavGoogle Review 
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Great product - fast delivery. I’ve had 2 deliveries of the Winter balancer, normal and youngstock. Easy to feed and very palatable even with a fussy eater. Highly recommended. 

Sarah BamberGoogle Review 
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I find all the staff very helpful. Service and products are excellent, I like the fact that their is science behind the ingredients and the staff have their own horses with all the same issues we have with our horses! 

Melanie HeathGoogle Review 
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With Forage Plus feeds I’m able to give my horse exactly what he needs, high quality protein to build muscle and a balancer for his hay without any grain or sugar in his diet. Doing well barefoot too. 

Petra L-PGoogle Review 
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I have been using forage plus minerals for many years now - They still have the best and most well thought out composition. Highly recommended! 

Iota LilliemarckGoogle Review 
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As always, fantastic support and advice from Sarah about my barefoot pony's nutritional needs. And she ensures best value for money! 

HilaryGoogle Review 
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Absolutely love using this company, they know what they are talking about!
My horse is thriving on their tested hay and balanced supplements! 

Nicola HadlingtonGoogle Review 
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I've bought balancers from Forageplus for five years, very pleased with the quality and always reliable fast dispatch. 

J KennyGoogle Review 
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Super Service! Very fast delivery, good products. I will surely order supplements for my horses again! 

Andrea "Anandi"Google Review 
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Outstanding company in all aspects: profound knowledge, helpful, kind and supportive, easy to work with, great offers, fast shipping, fantastic products etc. I can really recommend them to all horse lovers
Gertie TabukaschGoogle Review 
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From the first contact about a possible forage analysis to final delivery of the recommended minerals I received a friendly, knowledgeable and professional service. Highly recommended. 

Nick WrightGoogle Review 
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Had trouble placing an order on the website (no fault of the site I was having a really dumb moment), went to the live chat for help and the assistant placed my order for me and the products arrived the next day! 

Paris WashingtonGoogle Review 
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Best level of vitamins and minerals I could find on the market. I mix with linseed as recommended and no issues with palatability. 

Mia CooperGoogle Review 
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Great quality of supplements and very accurate information about horse nutrition. I recommend this brand for sure. 

Ines BoffiGoogle Review 
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Testing your Hay, Grass, Soil or Water?
 
















Complete analysis testing for horses hay, haylage and grass. Soil analysis for improvement of horse paddocks and pasture. Horse water analysis to check suitability for equine drinking.
 



















See our Tests >
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Explore our Collections
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 Digestive Bundle

From: £55.55
Select options
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 Hoof & Skin Bundle

From: £43.80
Select options
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 Laminae Bundle

From: £37.85
Select options
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 Muscle Up Bundle

From: £43.49
Select options





























Quality Assurance
 





We only select the very best ingredients so you can be assured what you are feeding is of the highest quality. There can be no compromises when it comes to your horse’s health. Start your Forage Focused journey today!
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Free UK shippingOn orders over £80*







Easy 60 days returns
On unopened products






International Delivery
Regular shipping updates






100% Secure Checkout
PayPal / MasterCard / Visa
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“Amazing quality products and the best customer service.”

Michelle T.
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Forageplus uses cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However you may visit Cookie settings to provide a controlled consent. 



Accept

Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyse and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_wpfuuid	1 year 1 month 4 days	This cookie is used by the WPForms WordPress plugin. The cookie is used to allows the paid version of the plugin to connect entries by the same user and is used for some additional features like the Form Abandonment addon.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Advertisement" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Analytics" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie records the user consent for the cookies in the "Necessary" category.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie stores user consent for cookies in the category "Others".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	1 year	Set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin, this cookie stores the user consent for cookies in the category "Performance".
	CookieLawInfoConsent	1 year	CookieYes sets this cookie to record the default button state of the corresponding category and the status of CCPA. It works only in coordination with the primary cookie.
	elementor	never	The website's WordPress theme uses this cookie. It allows the website owner to implement or change the website's content in real-time.
	enforce_policy	1 year	PayPal sets this cookie for secure transactions.
	ts	1 year 1 month 4 days	PayPal sets this cookie to enable secure transactions through PayPal.
	ts_c	1 year 1 month 4 days	PayPal sets this cookie to make safe payments through PayPal.
	viewed_cookie_policy	1 year	The GDPR Cookie Consent plugin sets the cookie to store whether or not the user has consented to use cookies. It does not store any personal data.












Functional 


functional






Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__cf_bm	30 minutes	Cloudflare set the cookie to support Cloudflare Bot Management.
	LANG	9 hours	Linkedin set this cookie to set user's preferred language.
	tsrce	3 days	PayPal sets this cookie to enable the PayPal payment service on the website.
	x-pp-s	session	PayPal sets this cookie to process payments on the site.












Performance 


performance






Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	l7_az	30 minutes	This cookie is necessary for the PayPal login function on the website.












Analytics 


analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__kla_id	1 year 1 month 4 days	Klaviyo sets this cookie to collect information on the visitor’s behavior. This information is used for internal analytics and to optimise the website. It also registers if the visitor has subscribed to a news letter.
	_fbp	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to display advertisements when either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by Facebook advertising after visiting the website.
	_ga	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session and campaign data and track site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise unique visitors.
	_ga_*	1 year 1 month 4 days	Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page views.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_pk_id.*	1 year 27 days	Matamo set this cookie to store a unique user ID.
	_pk_ses.*	30 minutes	Matomo set this cookie to store a unique session ID for gathering information on how the users use the website.
	attribution_user_id	1 year	This cookie is set by Typeform for usage statistics and is used in context with the website's pop-up questionnaires and messengering.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded YouTube videos and registers anonymous statistical data.












Advertisement 


advertisement






Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads according to the user profile.
	rl_anonymous_id	never	RudderStack set this cookie to store statistical data of users' behaviour on the website, which can be used for internal analytics by the website operator.
	rl_group_id	never	RudderStack sets this cookie to collect user activity on the web.
	rl_group_trait	never	Rudderstack sets this cookie, which is used to store performed actions on the website.
	rl_page_init_referrer	never	Rudderstack sets this cookie, which is used to store performed actions on the website.
	rl_page_init_referring_domain	never	Rudderstack sets this cookie, which is used to store performed actions on the website.
	rl_trait	never	Rudderstack sets this cookie, which is used to store performed actions on the website.
	rl_user_id	never	RudderStack set this cookie to store a unique user ID for the Marketing/Tracking purpose.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	YouTube sets this cookie to measure bandwidth, determining whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	Youtube sets this cookie to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the user's video preferences using embedded YouTube videos.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	YouTube sets this cookie to register a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.












Others 


others






Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALBTG	7 days	No description available.
	AWSALBTGCORS	7 days	No description available.
	data-timeout	7 days	Description is currently not available.
	tf_respondent_cc	6 months	Description is currently not available.
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